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Blood pressure and 
fertility
 
target of blood pressure–lowering
drugs harbors the unexpected ability
to release GPI-anchored proteins.
Gen Kondoh (Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan),
Junji Takeda (Osaka University, Osaka, Japan),
and colleagues reveal that this enzyme,
ACE, is both a peptidase and GPIase in one
multifunctional package.
ACE’s peptidase activity is well studied—
it cleaves and activates angiotensin, which
up-regulates blood pressure through hor-
monal changes. But Kondoh did not expect
to find ACE in his screen for proteins that re-
lease GPI-anchored proteins from the cell
surface.
GPI deficiencies cause severe problems
in fertility and development. GPI also links
the prion protein to membranes. But the ac-
tivities that release these linkages were not
well-known. Now, Kondoh shows that a region
of ACE distinct from its peptidase domain
has this ability. Soluble prion protein pro-
tects against scrapie, so ACE, especially a
peptidase-inactive form, may be a useful
disease treatment.
As ACE was found in a mouse testicular
preparation, the group examined sperm lack-
ing the ACE GPIase activity. The mutant sperm
were infertile and unable to release several
GPI-linked proteins from their surface.
Anchored proteins were partly pro-
tected from ACE cleavage if they were in
lipid rafts. By keeping GPI-linked fertilization
factors in rafts, their release could be de-
layed until the raft disruption that occurs
during capacitation. 
 
Reference: Kondoh, G., et al. 2005. 
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Sperm–egg binding (left) is lost when ACE GPIase 
activity is missing (right).
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Calcium says stop
 
mmature T cells get the calcium-induced jitters when they recognize
self MHC, reveals a new report from Nirav Bhakta, David Oh, and
Richard Lewis (Stanford University, Stanford, CA). Although jittery,
the cells use calcium to stick around long enough to mature.
Immature T cells wander rapidly about the thymus, looking for antigen–
MHC complexes on other cells that have just enough affinity to induce T cell
selection and maturation. Productive interactions between a T cell receptor and
an MHC get calcium oscillations going. Lasting oscillations turn on the tran-
scription of selection genes, but require that the two cells interact long enough.
Now, Lewis’s group shows that the same calcium oscillations also give
the cells this needed time. They find that oscillations halt the wandering
immature T cells in thymic slice preparations—the first 3-D environment used
to study signaling during selection. “Having a calcium signal as a way of
stopping cells is a kind of positive feedback,” says Lewis. “As soon as they
recognize something, the calcium tells them to stop migrating.” The prolonged
signaling may enhance the ability of weak interactions to trigger selection
Stopped cells were still jittery, showing small, rapid back-and-forth move-
ments. This edge-of-leaving state might allow other signals, such as chemo-
kines, to draw the cells away to other environments for further selection. 
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Ribosome does it all
 
elicase activity is embedded within the ribosome, based on results
from Seyedtaghi Takyar, Harry Noller, and colleagues (University
of California, Santa Cruz, CA).
The trouble with mRNAs, at least from a translation point of view, is
that they have extensive secondary structure. The ribosomal slot through
which the mRNA passes is too narrow to allow anything wider than a
single strand. Yet no one had identified the relevant RNA helicase activity.
“It’s kind of a long-overlooked problem,” says Noller. “No one got down
to how the structure is unwound.”
Now, he shows that the ribosome itself does the unwinding. Using
purified proteins and labeled oligos bound to mRNAs (to mimic helices),
the group demonstrates that the ribosome alone can release the oligo
H
 
(unwind the helix) during translation.
This activity was mapped to the downstream
tunnel, where the RNA enters the 30S subunit.
Since externally supplied energy was not needed,
the ribosome may use energy released during
translocation. In vivo, GTPases such as elongation
factors may make the helicase more efficient.
Noller suggests two models for how the
helicase works. In one scenario, normally temp-
orary melting at the end of the helix may be made
permanent by the pulling of the unattached RNA
into the tunnel. Alternatively, the head of the
30S subunit has been seen to ratchet against
the 30S body. If one helical strand attaches to the
head, and the other to the body, this ratcheting
might rip apart the helix base pairs. 
 
Reference: Takyar, S., et al. 2005. 
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As mRNA (orange) enters 
the ribosome’s downstream 
tunnel, it is unwound.
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